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Our editors independently research, test and recommend the best products; you can learn more about our review process. We may receive commissions for purchases made from the links we choose. Rundown Best for PC and Mac Professionals and Hobbyists: Adobe Premiere Pro CC Amazon is a professional editing software that will allow you to work with
a wide range of Adobe Premiere Pro CC video sources. Best Mac-Exclusive Editor: It will allow you to update HD video content from a wide range of sources, including Final Cut Pro X, Final Cut Pro X at Apple, phones at the lower end of the spectrum, and ProRes RAW and REDCODE RAW 8K files at the higher end. Best for Beginners on PC: Corel
VideoStudio Ultimate 2018 on Amazon, Motion tracking is a first for consumer software, allowing video editors to track a specific object (person, physical object, face, etc.) throughout a video cut. Best Windows-Exclusive Editor: Vegas Pro 16 Vegas Creative Software also edit, beyond the basics of nonlinear video editing with a multi-part timeline, Vegas Pro
16 Editing gives plenty of tools to make video look more professional. Best Basic Editor for Mac: iMovie at Apple, a highly skilled editor, and completely free to use for mac users. Best Freeware for Beginners: Lightworks will be able to use Lightworks on almost any computer since you can run it on LWKS at Windows, Mac OS X and even Linux. Best
Freeware: DaVinci Resolve 15 Black Magic Design at DaVinci Resolve 15 is a complete solution for HD video editing with a multi-part timeline. Best for Tutorial and Presentation Videos: At Camtasia Tech Smith, Camtasia is a multi-part editor like the others on this list, but the built-in screen recording software will make it easy to capture images from your
computer. Adobe Premiere Pro CC is an easy choice if you want to get serious about editing HD video on a Mac or Windows PC. For one thing, you can start with a free trial. After the trial, you won't have to pay if you take a break, as you pay monthly to access the editing software. Or, if you spend some time with it and decide not to for you, you will not have
paid the steep pre-price that could be another professional editing software. Adobe Premiere Pro CC is a professional editing software. It will allow you to work with a wide range of video sources, including 8K and 360-degree virtual reality images. You can process all the lighting and color, graphics, and sound operations of Adobe Premiere Pro in one place.
When you're done editing, you also have many options to share your work with the world. You can quickly share your content directly from the editor on social media. You can even produce VR-ready content that can be watched on virtual reality headsets like the Oculus Rift or HTC Vive. If you have a Mac and you can if you want to use the video editor, Final
Cut Pro X. This is a serious suite of gear video editing tools to meet the needs of professionals. But, even hobby editors can take advantage of this software and learn their way around the features. Beginners should not be afraid of this software, since it is so popular that online training can help you learn, and the trial period makes it accessible at no upfront
cost. Final Cut Pro X will allow you to re-watch HD video content from a wide range of sources, including phones at the lower end of the spectrum and ProRes RAW and REDCODE RAW 8K files at the higher end. This makes it an effective editor for almost everyone, regardless of the devices you use to save. If you have some experience with video editing
software, the multi-part timeline editor should be easy to use. And, the software is ready for use for graphics, effects, 360-degree video and multi-camera recordings. When you're done, you can transfer your projects directly to social media and video sharing sites, or save your videos in a variety of high-definition formats, including high dynamic range (HDR).
Easy to learn for anyone who wants to explore video editing, Corel's VideoStudio Ultimate 2018 is a great starting point for beginners. After the application is made available on a Windows-based computer, users are offered a simplified interface. It is enough to do some research to find out where each important editing tool is on the screen. The interface can
be customized to help you find your own workflow. The player panel can be dragged out as a separate window or placed on a second monitor. Window resizing is easy so you can get the whole screen or just part of it. Fortunately, simpliability features do not compromise. In addition to 4K video editing, there is also support for 360-degree VR videos. Motion
tracking is a first for consumer software and allows video editors to track a specific object (person, physical object, face, etc.) throughout a video segment. Want to upload multiple videos to a single frame for editing? Corel can do that, too. It's as easy to add animated titles or audio files as it is for beginners. Mac users are not the only ones with incredibly
capable video editing software. Windows users have access to the Vegas Pro 16, which comes with several different packages to suit different editing requirements. Vegas Pro 16 Edit is the most basic version of the software, but most users will find the features largely enough for the most editing work. Beyond the basics of nonlinear video editing with a multi-
part timeline, Vegas Pro 16 Edit offers many tools to absorb your video into a more professional look. Shaky images that can work on 4K video with HDR and high frame rate you can watch moving objects on the stage and change the sound, light and color. When it's done, you'll also get many options for export, including the ability to save a file type that is
compatible with other popular editing software. Duration Duration Pro 16 Edit is the basic version, Vegas Pro 16 adds a number of extra effects and editing tools for an increased price. Vegas Pro 16 Suite adds even more advanced tools. And, the Vegas Pro 365 subscription service also comes at a low monthly price with the same features of the Vegas Pro
16 package, plus some extras. If you're just starting video editing and working on a Mac, there's little reason why you shouldn't try iMovie. Because he's a highly skilled editor, and he's completely free to use. In addition to Mac computers, you can also use iMovie on iOs devices, such as the latest iPhones or iPads. Al if some more advanced tools are only
available on Mac computers, you can work on the same project without all these devices. Apple's iMovie probably offers a great way to get familiar by combining video and audio files in a multi-part timeline without being insmerged by features I wouldn't want to use. There are also still options for you to create a great video with special effects, filters and titles.
On Mac, you have access to some advanced tools to help make your videos dazzling, including tools like picture-in-picture, green screen, and color correction. When you finish a project, you can put it in iMovie Theatre to view it on all your Apple devices. You can also expect your video to look sharp, as iMovie supports 4K resolution export. For a great
starting point in video editing, Lightworks is an amazing choice. First, it is completely free. There is a paid version called Lightworks Pro, but the free version will give many of the same tools for editing as its pro version. The free version only limits your export options. However, the free version still qualifys as HD 720p is able to export Web-friendly
MPEG/H.264 videos at maximum resolution, Lightworks gives you all the tools you need to get multiple video files and combine them into a single project as also. Plus, thanks to its broad support for different file types, you can get your video together from many different sources, whether from your phone, DSLR, or pro-grade RED camera. Because it can be
run on Windows, Mac OS X, and even Linux, you can also use Lightworks on almost any computer you have. All this makes it an easy option for beginners, and you will have the option to stick software as you grow as an editor thanks to the upgrade path with a professional license. Lightworks Pro adds some usability improvements and offers many more file
types and resolutions that you can use to export your finished project. Save a dollar or a few hundred by looking at DaVinci Resolve 15. You can start using DaVinci Resolve 15 for free and most likely be completely satisfied with the features offered by the free version. More for 3D and multi-user collaboration there is an upgraded version of studio that adds
tools Tools. If you choose to buy this license, the price will still be comparable to a lot of other editors. DaVinci Resolve 15 is a complete solution for HD video editing with a multi-part timeline. But with all the tools necessary for visual effects, motion graphics, audio editing and color correction, it goes beyond that too. It will take some time to get the most out of
DaVinci Resolve 15, because the tools available go far beyond what most users might need at an early age, but this is the perfect choice for anyone who hopes to grow up as an editor without the need to grow one day. Even if you're just doing a simple edit, DaVinci Resolve 15 lets you create a great video and export it in high quality at 4K Ultra HD per
second and 60 frames per second. You can even work with HDR content. And, you can get Mac OS X, Windows and Linux DaVinci Resolve 15, which makes all this better. While most other editors are incredibly convenient for editing the video you record on your phone or cam, TechSmith's Camtasia is designed with videos using many images taken from
computer screens. These training videos are a great choice for anyone who wants to do a lot. Camtasia is a multi-part editor like the others on this list, but the built-in screen recording software make it easy for you to shoot from your computer and even shows mouse movements and keystrokes to keep viewers following. You can capture the sound of your
computer, or even capture images of your iOS device's screen. You can also record webcam images or import images you have saved, including 4K video. With screen capture, you can easily import unsupported video files by saving video files on your screen. Camtasia also has some extra features that can be particularly useful for educators, such as
adding interactive exams and monitoring students' performance. You can also stream your latest products in 4K Ultra HD. You can get a free trial version to see if Camtasia is right for you, and you can use the software on both Windows and Mac computers. Our writers spent 3 hours researching the most popular HD video editing software on the market.
Before giving their final recommendations, they evaluated 20 different software in general, scanned options from 15 different brands and manufacturers and tested 2 of them. All these researches add suggestions that you can rely on. Trust.
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